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-SuDDDary. 
If t is an unbiased estimator of a vector parameter, a necessary 
and sufficient condition is given for the existence of a constant a, 
0 <a< 1, such that at has uniformly smaller mean square error than tin 
a strong sense. Applications are made to the estimation of several 
scale parameters and of a covariance matrix. 
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1. A Simple Improvement of an Unbiased Estimator. 
Suppose t is an unbiased estimator of a real-valued parameter 
... 
'i = T(e). Blight (1971) compared t with estimators of the form at, 
1a11 where O <a< 1 is a constant. He showed that a sufficient condition 
(also necessary) for the existence of an estimator at having uniformly 
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smaller mean square error (m.s.e.} than t is that the quantity ,2(e)/var9(t) 
be bounded over the range of a. 
In this note we consider the nrultiparametric case. Suppose now that 
t = (t1 , ••• , tp) is an unbiased estimator of the vector of unknown 
parameters 'i = T(0) = (T1(e), ••• , Tp(e)). Assuming that the covariance 
matrix V = v(e) = cov8(t) is nonsingular, we show that the boundedness 
of the scalar quantity 'T'{0)V-1(e)'T'(0)' ~ the range of 0 is necessary 
and sufficient for the existence of~ constant a, 0 <a< 1, such that 
the vector estimator at dominates t in the following strong~: 
E0{at - T)'(at - 'i) ~ E0(t - T)'(t - 'i) (1) 
for all 9. We write A -< B for two p X p symmetric ma.trices to mean 
that B - A is positive semidefinite. Condition {1) implies that for 
p 
every linear combination ~ c. 'i. of the unknown parameters, the 
. 1 l. l. l.= 
estimator Q' ~ c. t. has m.s .e. no greater than that of the unbiased 
l. 1. 
estimator ~ c. t .• 
1. 1. 
To prove the result, rewrite {1) as 0'2v + (1 - 0')2 'T'' T ~ V, or 
1 
equivalently, 'i 1 T < m V where m = (1 + a) /(1 - a). If V2 denotes 
any square root of the positive definite matrix V, then this last 
inequality is equivalent to 
( 'T' V-½) ' { "r v-f) -< m I (2) 
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where I is the p X p identity matrix. By the Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality, however, (2) is equivalent to the single scalar inequality 
-1 I 
,,- V T < m. 
all 8, then 
Thus, if there exists 
-1' 
'r V ,,. is bounded. 
0 <a< 1 such that (1) holds for 
-1' Conversely, if sup8,,- V 'r = m0 < oo, 
then (l)is satisfied for any 0< a< 1 such that (1 + a)/(1 - a) ~ mO, 
or equivalently, 
a~ (mo- 1)/(mo+l). (3) 
Notice that equality cannot hold in (l); otherwise,it would also hold in 
(2), which is impossible since the left side of (2) is a matrix of rank 
one. Thus for a satisfying (3), at is a strictly better estimator 
than t, and a~ ci ti will have strictly smaller m.s.e. than 'E ci t 1 
for most linear combinations ~ ci ,-1• 
Next, suppose that the underlying probability distribution is 
determined by a density or discrete mass function f = f(x1 , ••• , xn; a) • 
If 0 = (e1 , ••• , er) and if appropriate regularity conditions are 
satisfied, then the DDJltiparametric version of the Cramer-Rao inequality (Rao 
.- (1965), p.265) states that V(0) ~ T(9)J(9)-1T(8)'. Here J(8) is the 
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r X r information matrix with entries E(-a2 1og f/aaiaej) and T(0) 
is the p X r matrix of partial derivatives a,-./aa .• If TJ-lT, is 
i J 
-1 ( -1 -1 nonsingular, then the C - R inequality implies that 'fV 'I"~,,. TJ T') ,,-', 
( -1 -1 so mO ~ m1 = sup0T TJ T') T'. The quantity m1 depends only on the 
family of distributions f(x1 , ••• , xn; 9) and the parameters ,,-i(e) to 
be estimated, not on a particular statistic t. Therefore,~< oo implies 
that no unbiased estimator t ~ be admissible for estimating 'r: 
whenever a~ (n,_- 1)/(n,_+ 1), at dominates t in the sense of (1). 
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2. Choice of the Reduction Factor a. 
When p = 1, T and V are scalars so for each fixed 8, 
* * a = a ( e) = ,r2 / ( ,r2+ v) ( 4) 
minimizes a2v + (1 - a)2 ,2, the left side of (1). If ,2-/V does not 
* depend on 8, then a is the optimal value (Goodman(l953), Theorem 1). If 
* p > 1, however, there does not exist a value a which minimizes the 
left side of (1) with respect to the partial ordering ~, even for e 
fixed. To see this, use the fact that there exists a nonsingular p x p 
matrix F = F(0) such that V = F 1F and T1 T = F'DF, where D is the 
-1 I ( ( p x p diagonal matrix diag{T V T , 0, ••• , OJ 4tiderson 1958), Theorem 3, 
p.341). Thus 
clv + (1-a)2 T'T =- F'diag{a2 + (1-a)2 1'V-l'I",, a 2 , ••• , a2}F, (5) . 
* so the optimal value a, were it to exist, would have to simultaneously 
minimize a 2 + (1-a)2 1'V-lT, and a2 over O <a< 1, which is impossible 
since 'rV-lT, > o. 
The representation (5) does show that a should be chosen to 
satisfy a~ sup8('1V-
1T')/(1'V-1T'+l) = m0 /m0+1 (compare this with (3) 
and (4)). Furthermore, (5) suggests that if one wishes to estimate only 
some, not all, linear combinations ~ciTi' then, possibly, (3) should 
not be heeded, especially for large p. This is illustrated in the next 
section. 
3. Applications. 
The first two examples concern estimation of several scale parameters. 
Let U = (u1 , ••• , Up) have a lmown distribution with ui = EUi + O and 
W = cov(U) nonsingular, and let (x1, ••• , Xp) = (a1u1, ••• , 8PUP), where 
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81,•••, ep are unknown scale parameters, ei > o. 
is an unbiased estimator of T(8) s (81 , ••• , 8p). 
Then ts (x1/u1 , ••• , Xp/up) 
Here V(8) = D(8)WD(9), 
where n(e) = diag(a1/u1 , ••• , ep/upJ. Therefore, setting u = (u1 , •.• , up), 
-1 -1 
one sees that TV T' = uW u' does not depend on 8, hence is bounded. 
-1 I ( ) Thus m0 = uW u, and for any a satisfying 3, the estimator at 
dominates t in the sense of (1). 
Example 1. 
Let x1 , ••• , Xp be independent random variables with Xi uniformly 
distributed on the interval (o, e1). Then t = {2X1, ••• , 2XP) is an 
unbiased estimator of (e1 , ••• , ep). Here each Ui is uniformly distributed 
on (o, 1), so u = (½, ••• , ½), W=(l/12)1, and m0 = uw-1u' = 3p. Thus 
at dominates t whenever a :::: (3p-1)/(3p+l). 
Example 2. 
Let (Zijl j = 1, ••• , N1 ; i = 1, ••• , p) be independent obserations 
from p normal populations, with z1 . -N(µ,1, a.), and let X.= 'E .
1
1(z .. - Z. J 1. 1. J= 1.J ]. 
Then Xi - e1~. where n1 = Ni-1, and t = (x1/n1, ••• , XP/np) is an 
l. 
unbiased estimator of (e1, ••• , 8P). Here U =(~ , ••• , ~) is a vector 1 p 
of chi-square variates, so u = 
-1 Hence m0 = uW u' = k/2. where 
{n1 , ••• , np) and W = diag(2n1, •• ,, 2np}. 
k = 'En. is the total degrees of freedom. 
1. 
Therefore at dominates t whenever a:::: (k-2)/{k+2). 
The next example concerns estimation of a covariance matrix. 
Example 3. 
Let Y1 , ••• , ~ (each a 1 x p row vector} be independent observations 
from a p-variate normal distribution with mean vector µ, and nonsingular 
covariance matrix ~ • Then S = ~ :=l (Y1- Y) 1 (Yi- Y) has a Wishart distri-
bution W~ n) where n = N-1 (Anderson(1958), Chapter 7). The matrix 
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S/n is an unbiased estimator of ~ • Since ~ is symmetric we are 
estimating q = p(p+l)/2 parameters. Expressed in vector fonn 
t = n-1(s11 , ••• , s , s 12 , ••• , s 1 , ••• , s 1 ) (a vector of length q) PP p p- ,p 
is an unbiased estimator of 'r = (a11 , ••• , app' a12 , .•. , a1p,•••, ap-l,p), 
where S = (sij), :E = (aij). To evaluate 'I' v-1,.,, write s =:Eis* :E ½, 
where s* = !) -½s ~ -½ - w(I, n). Thus s is a linear 
* * function of S = (s .. ), so t must be a linear function of 
1.J 
* -1( * * * t = n s 11 , ••• , s , ••• , s 1 ), PP P- ,p * say t = t A, where the q x q 
nonsingular matrix A depends on lJ • Therefore * 'r =Et= (Et )A and 
* -1 ( * ( * -1, * V = cov(t) = A 'cov{t )A, so 'r V 'r' = Et ) {cov t } } Et )' does not 
depend on ~. * Now, Et = (1, ••• , 1,0, ••• , 0) (p ones followed by 
p(p-1)/2 zeroes) and, applying equations (14) and (15) on p. 161 of Anderson 
(1958), cov{t*) = n-1diag{2, ••• ,2,1, ••• ,l}(p twos followed by p(p-1)/2 ones}. 
-1' / Hence 'r V 'r = np 2 = m0 , so ot(s/n) is a uniformly better estimator 
of ~ than S/n in the sense of (1) whenever 0/ ~ (np-2)/(np+2). 
In all three examples m0 ~ m as p ~ m, so the requirement (3), 
while guaranteeing that at is a uniform improvement over t in the 
sense of (1), gives only a very small improvement for large p. If one 
wants to estimate only certain linear combinations 1J c .'r., then for 
1. 1. 
moderate or large p it may be preferable to choose a< (m0-1)/(m0+1). 
In Example 1, to estimate each 8i individually E (o(2Xi) - 8i 12 is 
minimized when a= 3/4, which is less than (3p-l)/(3p+l) whenever 
p > 2. In Example 2, assuming for simplicity that n1 = ••• = np = n, 
E fQ'{x/n) - e1 }2 is minimized when a= n/n+2, which is less than 
(k-2)/(k+2) = (np-2)/(np+2) when p > 4. In Example 3, E (o(s .. /n) - 8. }2 
1.1. 1. 
is also minimized when a= n/n+2; while for i < j , E { a( s . ./ n) - a. . 12 
1.J 1.J 
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is minimized when ~ = np~./{(n+l)p~. + l} (where p~j = a~./a .. a .. ) 
1J 1J 1 1J 11 JJ 
which depends on the unknown parameters but which is never greater than 
n/n+2. Here again, n/n+2 < {np-2)/{np+2) when p > 4. Thus in all 
three examples, not heeding (3) enables one to further reduce the m.s.e. 
for those linear combinations ~ ci Ti of particular interest. If, 
however, one wishes to estimate not only each Ti individually but also 
contrasts of the form and possibly other linear combinations, 
then condition (3) should be maintained. 
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